
Schematics

CSD design flow for digital circuits using EDA tools and VHDL

Behavioural description 

(truth table, algorithms, etc.)

Structural description using 

logic equations

Plan C1  hierarchical structure, building 

blocks, equations/algorithms in a single 

file. It is not practical, we will leave it only 

for writing FSM in P6). 

2. Planning

Design alternatives: how to 

organise the architecture?

What do you want to 

design?

Minimised equations: SoP, PoS, minilog

RTL view

Circuit synthesis

Bitstream file 

generation to download 

to the target sPLD/

CPLD/FPGA chip

Pin assignment for the 

target training board 

Functional simulation

VHDL test bench file: 

template + input activity

Timing diagram sketch 

translated to VHDL 

process

Placement, routing, etc.

Tecnology view

Logic analyser and 

wave viewer 

EDA tools

EDA tool

Sinthesis project 
manager 

Place, route 
and PLD 

configuration

VHDL 
simulator

Hierarchical structure using 

COMPONENTS & SIGNALS 

in multiple source files

Laboratory experiments 

and measurements 

using training boards

4. Computer Test 

& Verification 

(ideal circuit)

5. Test & 

Verification 

(technology)

1. Specifications  Symbol, truth table, sketch of a timing diagram, datasheets 

of commercial circuits, similar examples, etc.

Canonical equations: sum of minterms, 

product of maxterms

VHDL 
synthesiser

3. Development

VHDL test bench file: 

template + input activity

Timing diagram sketch 

translated to VHDL 

process

EDA tool

VHDL 
simulator

EDA tools

Gate-level 

 simulation

Part 2: Transforming your ideal circuit in a real circuit configured into a 

programmable logic device (PLD) with technology CPLD or FPGA 

Part 1: Designing and testing an ideal circuit 

Plan A

Plan B

Plan C2

One or several vhd source files

Circuit_tb.vhd

We will use plan A or B for small or simple components

Plan C2 is the best for large circuit structures 

or complicated modular architectures

Simulator project 
manager 

Each technology will produce a different circuit 

realisation with its own electrical characteristics: 

voltages, power consumption, propagation delays, etc.

7. Project report 

elaboration and oral 

presentation
Documents and slides

Any equation, only NAND, only NOR, etc.

Circuit.vhd

VHDL test bench

VHDL test bench
Circuit_tb.vhd

Circuit.vho, Circuit.sdo

3. Development

6. Lab 

prototyping

Schematics translated to VHDL 

source files

Enriched text editor

Timing analyser 

tool

 Worst-case scenario propagation delay. 

 Maximum speed of operation
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